


 The Express Mix feature will allow you to create a blendsheet for growers whose fields 
are not mapped. A good use-case is the dry cart fertilizer scenario where a customer 
came in to pickup dry fertilizer to spread his own pasture.   

 Express Mix will also allow you to create blendsheets for Fertilizers, Chemicals, and 
Services.  In addition you can book these products directly to accounting and release to 
your automated blender from the blendsheet.   

 After using the Express Mix feature for a Decision Maker a new Farm and Field entry will 
be created in the top of the SOILMAP tree.  This will contain your Express Mix history. 

 



 Decision Maker (DM) Level 
◦ Express Mix 

 

 



 The following must all be set in order to add product(s) 

Blender type  Blender 
Blend Sheet 

Type 
Acres 

Billing 

Information 



 You will notice when selecting billing accounts that 
this list is now reduced. SOILMAP will only pull the 
accounts that are currently assigned to farms for 
the selected Decision Maker(DM) 



 Multiple tabs exist for adding products and services 

 A new feature was added to let you enter total product 

Actuals 

Fertilizers and Lime 

Chemicals 

Services 



 New feature 
◦ Option to replace water with chemical rate 

 1. “Add” Option 

 If you set 20 gal./acre water plus 4 pts./acre of chemical, this would 
give 20.5 gal./acre of solution  

 2. “Replace” Option 

 This would subtract the chemical, so using the scenario above you 
would get 19.5 gal. of water and 4 pts. of chemical and a 20 gal/acre 
of solution 

 If you have a water/chemical job and toggle back and forth you 
will see the water rate change 

 



 Once your products are set, push OK 



 You will then calculate your blendsheet and select 
your Accounting Terms   

Note – Products are 

limited to what is set 

in blender mix order. 

 

 



 You will then receive a blendsheet just like before, 
which you can book or send directly to a blender 

 



 Products are limited to what is setup in the 
blender mix order 

 



 Please contact the SOILMAP help desk for any 
questions!   

 help@soilmap.com 

 515-955-9004   

mailto:help@soilmap.com

